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Abstract. Numerous studies have shown that the use of proteinic sol-
ders during laser-assisted vascular anastomosis �LAVA� and repair
�LAVR� can significantly increase welding strength, but these studies
combined solder-mediated LAVA/R with the use of stay sutures,
thereby defeating its purpose. In an in vitro study, we examined the
leaking point pressures �LPPs� and histological damage profile of por-
cine carotid arteries following albumin solder-mediated CO2 LAVR
without the use of sutures. Longitudinal arteriotomies �9.1±0.8 mm
in length� were sheathed with 25% liquid bovine serum albumin sol-
der, and LAVR was performed using a micromanipulator-controlled
CO2 laser operating at 170-mW power and 1.25-mm spot size in
continuous wave mode. The welding regime consisted of a transversal
zigzag pass followed by one or two longitudinal zigzag passes, pro-
ducing an irradiance of 13.9 W/cm2 and energies of 10.5 J and
11.3 J per mm weld, respectively. LPPs were measured by the fluid
infusion technique, and histological analysis was performed with
light, fluorescence, and polarization microscopy. The LPP of the two-
pass welds was 351±158 mmHg versus 538±155 mmHg for the
three-pass welds. Thermal damage was confined primarily to the ad-
ventitial layers, with limited heat diffusion into the media below the
solder around the coaptation interface. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2953531�

Keywords: tissue welding; vascular anastomosis; carotid artery; collagen; fluores-
cence microscopy; thermal damage analysis.
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Introduction

aser welding is progressively being accepted as a suitable
lternative to conventional suturing in a wide range of �mi-
ro�surgical applications.1–5 In the vascular field, the tech-
ique is predominantly being pursued for laser-assisted vas-
ular anastomosis �LAVA� and laser-assisted vascular repair
LAVR�. Both procedures share the ultimate objective of seal-
ng the vascular lumen from the perivascular environment by
reating an inter-/intravascular coaptation capable of resisting
ystolic pressures well above malignant hypertensive values
�180 mmHg�6 without compromising vascular patency or
ausing sequelae �intimal hyperplasia, aneurysms�.7–13 Com-
ared to conventional microsuture anastomosis, several ad-
antages have been demonstrated, including reduction of for-
ign body reactions and inflammation, liquid-tight seals,
aster healing, and the prospect of simpler vessel repair for
inimally invasive procedures. Laparoscopic conventional

uturing is often difficult and associated with a long learning
urve. The nontactile technique of LAVA/R can therefore

ddress all correspondence to: Michal Heger, Department of Experimental Sur-
ery, Academic Medical Center, Meibergdreef 9, 1105 AZ Amsterdam, The
etherlands. Tel: 31 20 5666653; Fax: +31 20 6976621; E-mail:
.Heger@amc.uva.nl
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044032-
provide a viable solution for laparoscopic use. In areas other
than vascular surgery, its feasibility has already been proven
in animal experiments.14

In an effort to optimize welding outcomes by limiting tis-
sue damage to a restricted perimeter while enhancing welding
strength, numerous laser systems have been explored, often in
conjunction with chromophore-spiked proteinic or biomaterial
solders.1 The use of solders offers several important advan-
tages over the use of native tissue as a conjugation surface. In
addition to being superior ligature material,15,16 the solders act
as wavelength-specific heat sinks, confining thermal damage
primarily to the regions of chromophore-amplified localized
energy absorption. Secondly, solders aid in the alignment of
opposing vessel edges in that they act as weak glues,12

thereby partially compensating for the absence of stay sutures.
The manipulability of protein �and chromophore� concentra-
tion further allows for controllable and optimizable welding
protocols, which is imperative for standardizing treatment pa-
rameters.

Despite the abundance of CO2 LAVA/R articles, equiva-
lent to the number of research years invested in this field, we
found only three reports on solder �fibrin glue�–mediated CO2

1083-3668/2008/13�4�/044032/9/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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AVA.15–17 Grubbs et al.15 clearly demonstrated that the CO2
aser-solder combination yielded significantly better results
hen compared to conventional LAVA. However, stay sutures
ere used in all three studies for optimal alignment of the
essel edges, which defeats the clinical purpose of the proce-
ure �e.g., prevention of foreign body reactions�. The limited
umber of reports on solder-CO2 LAVA/R is somewhat sur-
rising, given the beneficial thermodynamics of CO2 laser-
issue interactions in relation to the clinically expedient dam-
ge profile. At 10.6-�m wavelength, the main absorber is
ater. The high water content in the vessel wall �in conjunc-

ion with the aqueous solder solvent� accounts for predomi-
ant photon deposition in the adventitia and possibly superior
edia, resulting in shallow heat confinement at the proper

rradiation time. Such an inherently effective quarantine of
hermal damage allows the vessel wall to retain its structural
ntegrity and viability and leaves the endothelial layer intact.
n light of the promising results presented by Grubbs et al.,
his study examined the leaking point pressures �LPPs� and
he histological characteristics of solder-tissue fusion follow-
ng in vitro LAVR of porcine carotid arteriotomies in the pres-
nce of bovine serum albumin �BSA� solder and the absence
f stay sutures.

Materials and Methods
.1 Solder and Tissue Preparation
he solder solution was prepared by dissolving 25% �w/v�
SA �Fraction V, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri� in
eionized water. Porcine carotid arteries �external diameter
.5 to 0.6 cm� were harvested from euthanized animals that
ad undergone different surgical procedures. After sectioning
he arteries into 4-cm segments, the perivascular tissue was
rimmed and the specimens were submersed in histidine-
ryptophan-ketoglutarate preservative solution �Custodiol,
ramedico, Weesp, The Netherlands�. Both the solder solution
nd the vascular segments were stored in the dark at 4 °C
ntil further use for up to 20 days. For histological investiga-
ions, vascular samples were stored for a maximum of 4 days.

longitudinal arteriotomy was created with a scalpel and
cissors, and its length was measured with a digital caliper.
rior to LAVR, the opposing mural ends were aligned with

weezers without the use of stay sutures, after which 15 �L of
older was distributed uniformly over the incision site with a
ipette.

.2 Laser
10.6-�m CO2 laser �UltraPulse 5000C, Coherent, Santa

lara, California� with a low-power 632.8-nm aiming beam
as focused onto the vessel through the microscope optics of
joystick micromanipulator-controlled operating microscope

6� objective, OpMi-1, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany�.
he laser was operated in continuous wave �CW� mode at a
ean�SD power of 170�1 mW �Ophir Optronics, Jerusa-

em, Israel�, corresponding to a mean�SD irradiance of
3.9�0.1 W /cm2 at a 1.25-mm-diameter spot size. The spot
ize was measured by irradiating photosensitive paper
Kodak, Rochester, New York� at the predefined working dis-
ance and laser parameters. Spots were measured under a ste-
eomicroscope with a calibrated ruler. The exposure duration
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044032-
was controlled with a foot switch and timed manually using a
stopwatch. The laser beam was passed over the incision in a
raster scanning �zigzag� manner. The first pass was adminis-
tered transversely over the adjoined vessel edges, with an ap-
proximate distance of 3.8 mm between the outer boundaries
of the irradiation area. For the second and, in some cases,
third pass, the laser was moved longitudinally along and over
the anastomosis at approximately the same speed as during
the first pass. The total dwell time was calculated as the cu-
mulative exposure time of individual, sequential passes. Com-
plete desiccation of the solder, as assessed microscopically,
marked the end point of laser irradiation. The incised seg-
ments were subjected to two �n=19� or three �n=11� laser
passes depending on the subjective judgment of solder desic-
cation.

2.3 Leaking Point Pressure
The leaking point pressure �LPP� was measured directly after
laser irradiation �two passes: n=15; three passes: n=5� in
accordance with the method of Basu et al.18 and Fahner
et al.19 One end of the laser-treated carotid segment was
sealed by ligation and the vessel lumen filled with methylene
blue dye �Sigma-Aldrich�. The other end was ligated around a
blunt 25G needle that was connected to a rate-controlled sy-
ringe infusion pump and a pressure controller �Braun Medi-
cal, Melsungen, Germany� through an interposed T-valve. For
online pressure recording, the pressure controller was coupled
to a pressure transducer �Baxter Healthcare, Deerfield, Illi-
nois� that transmitted the digitized output signals to a PC
workstation.

Upon complete submersion of the artery in a 0.9% saline
bath, the intraluminal pressure was gradually raised by the
infusion of additional dye at 99 mL /h. The LPP was defined
as the pressure at which leakage of methylene blue through
the weld was observed, accompanied by a simultaneous drop
in pressure.

2.4 Histological Analysis
Following LAVR, the vessel segments �n=10� were fixed in
4% buffered formaldehyde for 8 h and paraffinized. The
paraffin-embedded samples were cut into 5-�m-thick cross-
sections and stained with hematoxylin-eosin �H&E� according
to standard protocol �n=36�.20 For the acquisition of bright-
field images, a Leica DMBL microscope equipped with a
Leica DC200 CCD camera and customized software was used
�Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany�. For fluorescence
analysis, the samples were visualized under a fluorescence
microscope �Eclipse E600, Nikon, Bunnik, The Netherlands�
at the following settings: �ex=535�25 nm, 565-nm dichroic
mirror, �em=590 nm cuton �G-2A filter set�. Samples were
assessed for wall-to-wall alignment and solder attachment.
Proper alignment was achieved when the margins of the in-
tima and adventitia at the incisional interface displayed a rela-
tively uninterrupted, coalescent geometrical continuity. The
level of solder attachment was evaluated qualitatively based
on the degree of physical connectivity between solder and the
adventitia/media. The extent of thermal damage was assessed
histologically by means of histopathological markers such as
the degree of eosinophilia and basophilia of matrix compo-
nents �collagen and elastin� and nuclei, respectively. To cor-
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�2
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oborate histopathology, microscopic analysis was performed
sing a Zeiss polarization microscope equipped with linear
olarizers �a fixed polarizer and an adjustable analyzer� and a
rst-order �full range� retardation plate to enhance the contrast
etween birefringent material �intact collagen and elastin� and
aterial that had lost its birefringence �thermally denatured

ollagen and elastin�.

.5 Software-Assisted Histological Analysis
n addition to visual assessment, histopathology was qualified
y software-assisted image analysis. Our method for damage
etermination is based on two foundational premises: �1� the
eneration of supracritical temperatures imparts distinctive
istopathological characteristics on thermally affected tissue;
nd �2� a positive correlation exists between the degree of
aser-induced matrix and cellular damage and the extent of
asophilicity/eosinophilicity �i.e., tonal gradients in H&E
taining patterns�. Denaturation of matrix proteins such as
ollagen and elastin depends on the distribution of isotherms
s a function of time following laser irradiation. Inasmuch as
he histochemical reaction relies on the exposed binding sites
or the mordant/dye, the degree of luminance of the hue is
roportional to the level of protein denaturation. The so-called
esidual thermal damage profile in the vessel wall, stretching
rom the nucleation centers �severely thermally affected ma-
rix regions� to the distal boundaries of heat diffusion �mod-
rately affected regions�, therefore displays a histological
rading from hyper—to mild eosinophilia, respectively.21–23

onsequently, qualitative and semi-quantitative analyses can
e performed on the basis of differences in tonality. Similar
rinciples apply at the cellular level, where the nuclei of ther-
ally afflicted cells exhibit hyperchromatic basophilia and the

ytoplasm stains are increasingly eosinophilic.22,24,25 With im-
ge analysis software �Adobe Photoshop 7.0�, it is possible to
enerate �iso�tonal maps by tuning the tonal cutoff and tonal
ange without altering color balances in the RGB spectrum.
his type of analysis can be performed on both brightfield as
ell as fluorescence images, given the quasi-stoichiometric

ate of eosin binding to �denatured� elastin/collagen and the
roportional intensity of fluorescence emission.

The method consisted of gradually narrowing the tonal
ange of the unedited RGB image of the cross section by
ncrements of 2 on a scale of 0 to 255 �representing tints and
hades, respectively�, thereby increasing the luminance cutoff
ntil only deeply shaded pixels �hue-specific grayscale values
f 0 to 3� remained visible. The image at every incremental
tep was saved separately. No additional editing tools were
sed. Video 1 shows a single histological cross section that
as compiled to demonstrate the analytical principles and
utcomes of the dynamic tonal mapping technique in bright-
eld and fluorescence modes. The sequence of consecutive
rames was interlaced to compose the video at a frame rate of
5/s �Adobe Premiere Pro 1.5�.

.6 Statistical Analysis
tatistical Package for Social Sciences software �SPSS, Chi-
ago, Illinois� was used to calculate means, standard devia-
ions, and correlation coefficients. Kolmogorov-Smirnov and
hapiro-Wilks tests were performed to determine the normal-

ty of the distribution of LPPs in the two and three laser
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044032-
passes groups. Both tests indicated a normal distribution of
the two-pass group �P=0.138 and 0.155, respectively, when
the outlier at 813 mmHg was omitted from the Shapiro-Wilks
test� and the three-pass group �P=0.178 and 0.087, respec-
tively�. An unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test �assuming
equal variances� was performed to determine the significance
of the differences between mean LPPs.

3 Results
Arteriotomies of a mean length of 9.1�0.8 mm were homog-
enously sheathed with 15 �L BSA solder and lased with two
or three passes until the solder appeared completely desic-
cated. The mean�SD cumulative dwell time was
573�43 s/repair with a mean dwell time of 261�40 s/pass,
corresponding to mean incident energies of 97�7 and
44�7 J, respectively, and a cumulative energy of 10.7 J /mm
weld and a total energy density of 243.5�18.4 J /cm2 �total
irradiated area of �0.4 cm2 per weld� when the two- and
three-pass regimes are grouped. For the two-pass regime only,
the mean�SD cumulative dwell time was 562�41 s/repair
with a mean dwell time of 281�21 s/pass, corresponding to
mean incident energies of 96�7 and 48�4 J, respectively,
and a cumulative energy of 10.5 J /mm weld and a total en-
ergy density of 221.3�17.6 J /cm2. For the three-pass re-
gime, the mean�SD cumulative dwell time was
606�34 s/repair with a mean dwell time of 202�11 s/pass,
corresponding to mean incident energies of 103�6 and
34�2 J, respectively, and a cumulative energy of 11.3 J /mm
weld and a total energy density of 243.3�14.3 J /cm2.

3.1 Leaking Point Pressures
Figure 1 depicts the LPP values of laser-welded arteriotomies
classified according to LPP range. The mean�SD LPP was

Video 1 Illustration of the software-assisted image analysis technique.
�Iso�tonal maps were generated by tuning the tonal cutoff and tonal
range without altering color balances in the RGB spectrum. The tonal
range of the unedited RGB image was narrowed by increments of 2 on
a scale of 0 to 255 �representing tints and shades, respectively�,
thereby increasing the luminance cutoff until only deeply shaded pix-
els �hue-specific grayscale values of 0 to 3� remained visible. These
are representative of intensely stained tissue segments, which corre-
spond to segments that had likely undergone relatively more thermal
damage. Arrowheads represent severely damaged perivascular tissue
and/or solder �MPG, 4.87 MB�.
�URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.2953531.1�.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�3
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98�174 mmHg over a range of 202 to 813 mmHg.
ighty-five percent �17 out of 20� of welds had an LPP
250 mmHg. The mean LPP of the two-pass welds was

51�158 mmHg versus 538�155 mmHg for the three-
ass welds �P=0.034�. No correlation was found between
PP and either length of arteriotomy or carotid/solder age.

.2 Histological Analysis—Light and Polarization
Microscopy

icroscopically, three out of ten cross-sectioned samples ex-
ibited severed vessel wall ends, which had probably oc-
urred during histological preparation, and were excluded
rom analysis. Of the remaining seven samples, four �57%�
ere properly aligned at the intima and adventitia, exhibiting
continuous geometry at the incision site. Three wall-to-wall
elds did not coalesce confluently at the lumenal boundaries
ut displayed a relatively congruous alignment at the adven-
itial level �Fig. 2�a��. All evaluated samples were primarily
oapted at the solder-tissue interface, with no or only mar-

ig. 1 Leaking point pressures �LPPs� after CO2-laser-assisted vascular
epair of porcine carotid arteries �n=20� plotted as a function of LPP
ategory. Suture-free longitudinal arteriotomies were subjected to two
r three laser passes in the presence of bovine serum albumin solder.
he numbers in the bars indicate the quantity of vessels per LPP
ategory.

ig. 2 Histological section of a 4-day-old, 9.4-mm incised carotid art
ime of 625 s and a cumulative energy of 11 J /mm weld. �a� The therm
all edges are coapted primarily at the solder-tissue interface, with
ematoxylin-eosin, magnification 10�. �b� Higher magnification of
amage is histopathologically characterized by hypereosinophilia �
ollagen, and hyperbasophilia �arrowhead�, signifying damaged or ov
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044032-
ginal direct wall-to-wall fusion. Direct wall-to-wall attach-
ment occurred most proximal to the solder weld �Fig. 2�b��.

Laser-induced damage was assessed based on distinct his-
topathological features of the irradiated carotid sections. Ther-
mal damage in the form of protein denaturation extended lat-
erally over varying distances on either side of the incision as
evidenced by the hyperchromatic H&E staining pattern �Fig.
2�a��. The mean breadth of the laterally extending thermal
damage zone was 1.8 mm. The occasional presence of vacu-
oles in the solder suggests that temperatures crossed the va-
porization threshold of water ��100 °C�. However, the ab-
sence of carbonization or charring rules out a detrimental
sustenance of supracritical temperatures and consequential
desiccation of the irradiated tissue layers. Moreover, the thick-
ness of thermally damaged adventitia was approximately
identical to the thickness of contralateral, unaffected adventi-
tia, corroborating the finding that LAVR did not cause any
notable tissue shrinkage or excessive water evaporation. The
damage in depth was chiefly restricted to the adventitia, al-
though some supracritical heat diffusion into the media did
occur. Thermal damage to the media, based on the differential
staining intensities of the matrix components by eosin �Fig.
2�b�, arrows� and nuclei by hematoxylin �Fig. 2�b�, arrow-
head�, was predominantly confined to areas adjacent to the
incision and to the direct vicinity of the solder. Areas showing
thermal damage were associated with an altered birefringence
�Fig. 3�.

3.3 Histological Analysis—Fluorescence Microscopy
Excitation of H&E tissue samples with green light induces
emission of fluorescence in the orange spectrum by eosin.26,27

The �H&�E stain can hence be used to fluorescently label
acidophilic components such as elastin and, to a lesser degree,
collagen so as to provide additional structural information to
conventional histology. In addition, the staining intensities
can be differentiated more easily, which can contribute to the
accuracy of histopathological analysis �see Video 2�. The at-
tachment of solder to mural tissue seems to be unimpaired
across the entire solder-tissue interface toward both extralat-

ment that was subjected to three CO2 laser passes with a total dwell
age zone is delineated with arrowheads. Note that the apposed vessel
ttle direct laser-induced tissue fusion immediately below the solder.
th focus on the solder-tissue interface and the arteriotomy. Thermal
�, marking the denaturation of matrix proteins such as elastin and
e nuclei. Magnification 20�.
ery seg
al dam
only li
�a�, wi
arrows
eractiv
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ral ends �Fig. 4�, and involves the adventitia as well as the
pper media, as evidenced by the unequivocal demarcation of
hese layers based on the striation pattern and elastin density.
urthermore, the solder appears to have been thermally fixed

o the elastic fibrils in the adventitia as well as the media. A
ore intense fluorescence emission by the matrix components

f the media immediately beneath the solder �Fig. 4, arrow�
onfirms that the tissue in this region has been thermally af-
icted. Interestingly, damage to the media prevailed only in
egions situated in the vicinity of the solder, and not so much
n more remote subadventitial regions.

ig. 3 Polarization microscopy image taken of a 4-day-old, 9.2-mm
ncised carotid segment that was subjected to two laser passes with a
otal dwell time of 545 s and a cumulative energy of 10 J /mm weld.
he general �redness� of the slide, which is due to the first- order
etardation plate positioned between the sample and the analyzer,
orresponds to regions with no birefringence �i.e., glass coverslip�.
he arrowheads indicate the boundary between the tunica adventitia
nd the media, while the arrow points to the solder. Note that regions
n the direct vicinity of the solder and lateral extensions exhibit an
ltered birefringence as a result of laser-induced thermal damage. Bi-
efringence is retained at a distance of approximately 1 mm from the
ncision. Vacuolization in the solder suggests that vaporization has
ccurred. Polarization of light passing through the media is absent,
robably due to the orientation of the elastin and collagen fibers.
ematoxylin-eosin, magnification 12�. �Color online only.�

ideo 2 A video has been compiled to illustrate the contribution of
uorescence images to brightfield images. By gradually changing the
pacity of two superimposed images �with starting opacities of 0%
nd 100%� in opposite directions �from 0 to 100% and from 100 to
%�, one can get a good impression of the additive value of the fluo-
escence image in juxtaposition to the brightfield image. Several struc-
ural features and the extent of thermal damage become better accen-
uated. A=adventitia, M=media, T=arteriotomy, circled area=cell
uclei, arrowhead=elastin fiber �MPG, 2.88 MB�.
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.2953531.2�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044032-
3.4 Software-Assisted Histological Analysis
Figure 5 is a regressive tonal map compilation of an H&E-
stained cross section in brightfield 5�a�–5�d� and fluorescence
modes 5�e�–5�h�, i.e., the tonal range is gradually narrowed to
improve visual acuity and to facilitate more objective inter-
pretation of histological damage. The specimen portrayed in
the brightfield sequence stems from a 4-day-old, 9.2-mm in-
cised carotid segment that was subjected to two laser passes
with a total dwell time of 545 s. The intensely staining zone
below the solder around the incision �Fig. 5�d�, between the
lines� contains a relatively high density of hyperchromatic
nuclei. In Fig. 5�d�, where only the darkest pixels are visual-
ized �corresponding to anatomical loci with most severe
damage/metabolic activity�, some nuclei in the tunica media
in close proximity to the incision remain visible �encircled�,

Fig. 4 Fluorescence image of the solder-tissue interfacial region of the
welded artery shown in Fig. 2. The hyperfluorescent striae �arrow-
head� are elastic fibrils in the adventitia �densely, longitudinally stri-
ated� and media �dispersely, transversely striated�. The background
fluorescence emanates from mural collagen and albumin in the solder
�S�. Note that the relative fluorescence intensity is greater directly
below the solder �arrow�. The double arrow points to black spaces
that correspond to nuclei. A=arteriotomy. Hematoxylin-eosin, �ex
=535±25 nm, 565-nm dichroic mirror, �em=590 nm cuton. Magnifi-
cation 80�.

Fig. 5 Regressive tonal map sequences of hematoxylin-eosin-stained
cross sections that had undergone LAVR. Panels �a� to �d�, taken from
a 4-day-old, 9.2-mm incised carotid segment that was subjected to
two laser passes with a total dwell time of 545 s, are brightfield im-
ages in tonal ranges of 0 to 255 �a�, 0 to 175 �b�, 0 to 135 �c�, and 0
to 75 �d�. The space between the lines in panel �d� roughly demar-
cates the region with the most profound thermal damage. Residual
hyperchromatic staining is clearly visualized in the demarcated area.
The arrowheads point to undissected perivascular tissue that has been
severely afflicted by laser irradiation. Panels �e� to �h�, taken from a
4-day old, 9.4-mm incised carotid artery irradiated with three passes
for 625 s, are fluorescence images in tonal ranges 0 to 255 �e�, 0 to
195 �f�, 0 to 115 �g�, and 0 to 15 �h�. The arrow in �e� indicates the
solder, and the arrowhead in �g� points to thermally affected media
that was folded upward during apposition.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�5
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uggesting that heat diffusion in depth was more profound at
he subsolder interfacial region than at laterally more-distal

edial regions. This was the case in all sampled histological
ections. It should be emphasized, however, that the nuclear
yperchromatism cannot be unequivocally attributed to ther-
ally induced necrosis per se, since mechanical damage,

reservation time �up to 4 days in histidine-tryptophan-
etoglutarate�, and an inherently high cellular metabolism in
mooth muscle cells may contribute to or entirely account for
he observed staining profile. Nevertheless, the apparent indi-
ation that these loci are situated in a zone with the highest
umulative energy deposition, and not in adjacent tissue, is
eaningful and should not be dismissed. The arrowheads in
ig. 5�d� indicate excessive thermal damage to undissected
erivascular tissue where substantial nucleation has taken
lace, affecting both matrix constituents and cells.

The cross section exhibited in fluorescence mode �Figs.
�e�–5�h��, was taken from a 4-day-old, 9.4-mm tomied ca-
otid artery irradiated with three passes for 625 s. Due to the
igh affinity for eosin by elastin, a clear anatomical delinea-
ion can be made between the media and the elastin-rich ad-
entitia. The position of the solder is indicated �Fig. 5�e�,
rrow�, as well as the proximal area that has suffered substan-
ial thermal denaturation �Fig. 5�g�, arrowhead�. Again, major
ffliction to the media is located around the solder and the
oaptation, although the depth of the damage appears to be
ore superficial than in the two-pass vascular segment �Figs.

�a�–5�d��. This is likely due to different thermal damage
hresholds of cells versus elastin and collagen, insofar as the
ormer are more susceptible to heat.22 Moreover, signal acqui-
ition at this magnification �20� � is dominated by emission
rom elastin-bound eosin and, to a lesser extent, from
ollagen-bound eosin. These proteins are more densely dis-
eminated than cells. What is also noteworthy is the gradual
hading of adventitia at both distal ends of the solder as the
onal range is narrowed, implying a relatively broad area of
uperficial thermal affliction. The outer bounds have experi-
nced the least incident energy due to the Gaussian profile of
he beam, whereby the tapered decline in fluorescence inten-
ity with narrowing tonal range reflects damage as a result of
eat diffusion.

Discussion
he status quo of LAVA/R is that several important outcome
arameters need to be optimized for laser-based modalities to
ecome unequivocally advantageous over conventional sutur-
ng. A foremost parameter is the strength of the weld and its
radual decline over time, which to date has been inferior to
utured coaptations.1 Consequently, dehiscence and aneurysm
ormation at the welding site have a more frequent occurrence
n LAVA/R cases compared to conventional microsuturing
echniques.15,28,29 Furthermore, confinement of thermal dam-
ge is crucial inasmuch as excessive denaturation of cellular
nd matrix components in the vessel wall could compromise
ts postoperative integrity and patency.5 The extent of thermal
amage is strongly dependent on how laser dosimetry �irradi-
nce, pulse duration, and pulsing pattern� is attuned to the
pectral properties of the target chromophore�s�. Since ther-
al damage is exponentially related to temperature and lin-

arly related to time of exposure,30 an optimal balance
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044032-
between laser parameters, pulsing regime, and these spectral
properties must be established a priori so as to achieve sub-
stantial welding strengths while deterring nonselective
damage.

With a �300-cm−1 absorption coefficient of water at
10.6-�m wavelength31 and an optical penetration depth of
approximately 13 to 20 �m,5,12 the CO2 laser is ideal for su-
perficial tissue denaturation and thus confinement of nonse-
lective damage. As a result, numerous tissue welding studies
have been conducted with this laser system, producing posi-
tive results over a broad range of applications, but also reveal-
ing its critical drawbacks, particularly with respect to
LAVA/R.1,5 Ironically, the shallow thermal damage zone cre-
ated by the CO2 laser simultaneously constitutes a major dis-
advantage in that it is associated with reduced bond strength.
Since thermal denaturation does not extend over the full co-
aptation depth, the bursting pressure threshold relies on a
small, superficial volume of cross-linked matrix proteins.5

This could be alleviated through longer irradiation times, but
the resulting “tissue contraction, cell death, and weakening of
the bond” due to excessive heat diffusion preclude CO2
LAVA/R from yielding viable and reliable clinical outcomes,
at least according to Bass and Treat.5 Nevertheless, it is our
belief that the full clinical potential of solder-mediated CO2
LAVA/R is yet to be reached through the expansion/
optimization of the rudimentary approach presented here. In
several small pilots that preceded this study, we experimented
with different parameters, including different pulse durations
�1 to 3 s�, pass speeds, and powers. Although the optimal pa-
rameters were chosen based on preliminary results, further
optimization is by no means excluded, particularly with
respect to pass speed.

Several studies on CO2 LAVA15,16,32 have reported signifi-
cant increases in welding strength when the laser procedure is
carried out in combination with a proteinic solder such as
fibrin glue15–17 �versus native tissue as bonding material�.
However, stay sutures were employed in all cases to secure
the anastomosis, which undoubtedly contributed to the out-
comes in regard to welding strength and a reduction in aneu-
rysm incidence but violated the principles behind LAVA. In
this study, liquid BSA solder-mediated LAVR was therefore
carried out in the absence of sutures using a bimodal laser
pass regime �a transverse zigzag pass followed by one or two
longitudinal zigzag passes�, producing LPPs of 351�158 and
538�155 mmHg with the two and three cumulative passes,
respectively, without inflicting extensive thermal damage to
the media. These results compare favorably when juxtaposed
to sutured LAVA/R LPP values reported in the literature �Fig.
6�: the three-pass regime produced the second-to-highest
mean LPP outcome published to date for the CO2 laser and
competes easily with LPP values reported for different laser
systems,1 while the two-pass regime yielded LPPs well above
malignant hypertensive values. Interestingly, the results were
obtained with irradiances that were at most 15% of those ap-
plied in comparable studies and energies/mm weld that were
at least 200% greater15,16,18,33–38 �Fig. 6� while using a rela-
tively low solder protein concentration in liquid form.12,13

The relatively high LPP values likely resulted from a com-
bination of factors. First, solder-mediated welding strength
enhancements correlate positively to the effective coagulation
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�6
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rea,33 i.e., the area of physical connectivity between adjoined
issue segments. When the coagulation area expands laterally
ver the adventitia in the presence of a solder, it provides
ffectively more molecular anchor points than would be the
ase for LAVA/R without solder.18,34–39 This is illustrated in
ig. 4, where the BSA appears to be uninterruptedly tethered

o collagen and the longitudinally oriented elastin fibers in the
dventitia as well as the transversely oriented elastin fibers in
he media, stretching outward in a seemingly consistent pat-
ern. At lower magnification �Fig. 2�, it becomes evident that
he widely spanning laser-induced interactions between BSA
nd collagen/elastin are chiefly responsible for the vascular
esilience, inasmuch as the opposing tissue edges are, for the
argest part, not coapted. It should be noted that, although the
oaptation area is rather substantial as a result of the zigzag
ass regime �Fig. 2�a��, it is difficult to extrapolate to what
xtent the outer flanks of solder-tissue fusion contribute to the
verall welding strength. Irradiated liquid solders tend to rup-
ure at the solder midline when tension is applied �see the
ollowing paragraph�, suggesting that the welding strength is
overned by interactions between albumin molecules rather
han by albumin-collagen/elastin interactions. In the case of
iquid solders, the outward coagulative spread may therefore
e less pertinent than for semisolid solders, in which the
ross-linked albumin can withstand greater forces in the sol-
er than at the interface.

Second, for vessel welding modalities that rely on superfi-
ial damage profiles, such as CO2 LAVA/R, the degree of
ross-linking between the mural proteins �if applicable�, the
older proteins, and at the solder-tissue interface becomes
qually important, if not paramount, for achieving clinically

ig. 6 Comparative summary of leaking point pressure �LPP� values
ollowing CO2 LAVA/R. The LPP values are plotted for each study
reference number in brackets� published to date on this subject mat-
er. The bars with a > sign represent studies in which the assayed
essels were capable of withstanding the designated pressure. Specific
PPs were not measured in these studies. The black bars correspond
o suture-assisted LAVA/R without solder, the gray bars correspond to
tudies in which suture-assisted LAVA/R was performed in the pres-
nce of fibrin glue solder, and the white bars correspond to this study,
n which sutureless, solder-mediated LAVR was performed. �The num-
ers on the x axis for these two bars represent the number of passes
mployed during welding.� The values inside the bars represent ener-
ies per mm weld �J/mm� used in the respective study. The data for
hese calculations were either obtained from the publication �e.g., the
aser parameters and welding protocol� or extrapolated using data
rom the literature on the average diameter of the welded veins/
rteries and corollary circumference/length of the weld. Missing
alues stem from insufficient information to perform calculations.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 044032-
respectable welding strengths. Apparently, optimal cross-
linking and corollary welding strengths are dependent on �1�
the proximity of participating protein molecules and �2� the
thermodynamic evolvement during and following laser irra-
diation. The former has been eloquently demonstrated by Mc-
Nally et al.,12,13 who have proven that higher protein concen-
trations in the solder �i.e., greater intermolecular proximity�
result in more robust welds. The authors further noted that
solid solders tend to rupture at the solder-tissue interface,
whereas liquid solders of equal protein concentration do so
roughly at the solder midline. This implicitly underscores the
importance of intermolecular proximity, inasmuch as solid
solders, although malleable, conform less optimally to the tis-
sue surface in comparison to liquid solders and therefore may
not be in complete contact with the tissue. In our experiments,
a liquid 25% �w/v� BSA solution was applied to the arterioto-
mies, which, in light of our results and the results reported in
Refs. 12 and 13, partly justifies the relatively high LPPs but
concomitantly leaves room for significant improvements.
�McNally et al.13 reported an average increase in tensile
strength of 166% when increasing BSA concentration from
25% to 60%.�

The influence of thermodynamic evolvement during and
after laser irradiation on welding strength is exemplified by
the low irradiances and high energies/mm weld used as well
as the differential LPP values generated by the two-pass ver-
sus the three-pass regime. Figure 6 shows that the energy
deposition per mm weld is significantly greater compared to
other studies, whereas the irradiance is much smaller due to
the large spot size at comparable power. This means that a
relatively sizable amount of energy is applied to the weld, but
in a manner in which its spatial as well as temporal distribu-
tion preclude the generation of supracritical temperatures
�little or no histological evidence of thermal damage to the
media� while ensuring proper cross-linking �high LPPs�. The
laser parameters, in conjunction with the pass regime, there-
fore must have accounted for effective heat diffusion and/or
the generation of optimal temperatures at the solder-tissue in-
terface. Although an unequivocal explanation for these results
remains at large, some answers may be derived from the fact
that optimum welding strength is strongly correlated to an
optimum temperature at which cross-linking takes place.12,40

In controlled experiments, Lemole et al.41 have demonstrated
that tensile strengths of water bath–heated apposed bovine
tendons peaked at 62 °C, corresponding to the experimentally
derived temperature range of collagen denaturation,42 and fell
sharply at temperatures exceeding 65 °C, which was accom-
panied by notable denaturation and shrinkage of the tissue.
According to the authors, the “peaking effect” may be as-
cribed to a properly sustained fibrillar orientation of collagen
in which optimal intermolecular, noncovalent �re�bonding is
facilitated. At supracritical temperatures ��65 °C�, longer se-
quences of H-bonds break, and the native triple-helical struc-
ture of collagen transits to a lower-energy, random coiled
�shrunken� state42 in which the orientation of the fibrils likely
precludes optimum bonding in the context of welding
strengths. In the presence of a BSA solder, the kinetics be-
come even more complex in that protein demixing must occur
for coaptations to form, which requires that both proteins
must possess similar isothermal unfolding characteristics.
Coincidentally, the denaturation temperature of serum albu-
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�7
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in is �67 °C for BSA12 and �64 °C for its human
nalog.43 Moreover, using electron microscopy, McNally
t al.12 have found that BSA is able to “diffuse” into the
ollagen matrix and intertwine into extracellular matrices at
older-tissue interfacial temperatures of �68 °C, whereas at
ncreasing temperatures, the diffusion/intertwining diminished
r completely disappeared. Taken altogether, these findings
uggest that optimal cross-linking conditions between col-
agen fibrils as well as between collagen and albumin mol-
cules are centered around the threshold temperatures for de-
aturation. With temperature being an exponential entity in
rrhenius models of thermal damage, selection of proper la-

er parameters and pulsing regime in light of the preceding
ecomes absolutely crucial for successful welding outcomes.
iven the high LPPs, it is thus not unlikely that the thermal
rofiles created with our lasing protocol conformed, albeit to
n extent, to ideal conditions at the solder-tissue interface.

In our opinion, for welding of various tissues, visual feed-
ack is an adequate method to obtain good results. Conse-
uently, a next step in optimizing CO2 LAVA/R, besides the
se of strength-enforcing biodegradable scaffolds, would be
he use of a temperature-controlled fiber-optic CO2 laser sys-
em. Katzir and others �including researchers from our group
n an earlier study on welding of intestine� have used, tested,
nd optimized this temperature-controlled laser system. It has
roven its worth for welding of a wide variety of tissues and
pplications, including safe dural defect reconstruction and
aparoscopic repair, which further demonstrated the safety of
he system.44–46

In conclusion, a sutureless, solder-mediated CO2 LAVA
odality has been presented. Essentially, the two most impor-

ant parameters of LAVA/R have been improved: a minimally
nvasive �sutureless� increase in welding strength and a reduc-
ion of thermal necrosis, particularly in the media. Much em-
hasis has been placed on the role of the welding area, the
mportance of intermolecular proximity of solder/matrix pro-
eins, and the decisively imperative temperature isotherms at
he solder-tissue interface in the context of cross-linking ki-
etics of collagen, albumin, and possibly other matrix proteins
uch as elastin. Fortunately, these factors leave much room for
mprovement of the modality, e.g., through higher solder pro-
ein concentrations,12–14 selection of a solder protein that bet-
er matches the denaturation temperature of collagen �e.g.,
uman serum albumin�,43 or by introducing additional proce-
ures, such as immediate rapid cooling after laser irradiation41

y means of, for example, spurts of cryogen. On a fundamen-
al level, issues such as multiple overlapping passes and the
xact contribution of the extent of the welded area on LPPs
ill need to be resolved to further optimize the modality.
aturally, aneurysm formation will have to be assessed. In

ny case, CO2 LAVA/R does harness the potential of clinical
pplicability in light of these results, and warrants further re-
earch into its possibilities as well as limitations as a treat-
ent modality.
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